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I have read about issues with the official story of 9/11 for several years and watch videos on YouTube but this is the first 
time PBS (the US version of the BBC) has covered it in a 90 minute documentary. At the very least there are some very 
strange hard evidence on 9/11 that contradicts the official story and at the most the US government was involved. This is 
based on scientists and engineers that have reviewed the evidence. Either way worth reading and watching and forming 
your own opinion.

A 9/11 documentary aired on PBS and available for free viewing on the PBS website is 
going viral. '9/11: Explosive Evidence - Experts Speak Out' was produced by Architects 

and Engineers for 9/11 Truth, a courageous group of over 1,500 architects and 
engineers which has dared to ask hard questions about 9/11 and present the disturbing 

hard evidence.

In this beautifully produced, 90-minute documentary, over 40 scientific experts share their
professional insights about the events of 9/11.

To watch the full revealing video on the PBS website, click on this link:

http://video.pbs.org/video/2270078138

To watch a concise, 15-minute version of this excellent documentary:

http://personalgrowthcourses.net/video/911/world_trade_center_wtc_7_building_video_15

As of Sept. 8, 2012, the  this 9/11 documentary is the second most watchedPBS website shows
documentary of the week on PBS. According to  , it is also the mostthis Digital Journal article
shared of all PBS documentaries at this time. You are invited to watch this highly educational
film and spread the word to your friends.

In addition to these 1,500 architects and engineers who are calling for a new, impartial
investigation of 9/11, over 1,000 government and military officials, professors, pilots, and 9/11
survivors and family members have publicly stated that the 9/11 Commission Report is fatally
flawed.

Among these respected individuals are two former U.S. Senators, a former FBI director, the
former president of Italy, and many more. To explore their compelling statements,  .click here

Hundreds of major media articles also raise serious questions about the official story of 9
 You can find a two-page summary of dozens of these articles with links for verification at /11.

 . A longer ten-page summary at  goes into much more detail.this link this link

For an abundance of other reliable, verifiable information suggesting a major cover-up of 9/11,
explore the resources in the "What you can do" section immediately below. Thanks for caring.
By joining together and spreading the word, we can make a big difference.

With best wishes for a transformed world, 
 for  and  Fred Burks PEERS WantToKnow.info
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 Consider donating to Colorado PBS, which originally broadcast this 9/11 documentary,Note:
as a way of thanking them for their courage. Leave a note on why you are donating. Here's the

 .link

 

This message is available online at http://www.WantToKnow.info/911/9-11_documentary_pbs

 

The Mission of  : WantToKnow.info
To provide our readers with reliable, verifiable information on major cover-ups, 

and to serve as a call to work together for the good of all
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